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Doubly excited ferromagnetic spin-chain as a pair of coupled kicked rotors
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We show that the dynamics of a doubly-excited 1D Heisenberg ferromagnetic chain, subject to
short pulses from a parabolic magnetic field may be analyzed as a pair of quantum kicked rotors. By
focusing on the two-magnon dynamics in the kicked XXZ model we investigate how the anisotropy
parameter - which controls the strength of the magnon-magnon interaction - changes the nature
of the coupling between the two “image” coupled Kicked Rotors. We investigate quantum state
transfer possibilities and show that one may control whether the spin excitations are transmitted
together, or separate from each other.

PACS numbers: 75.10.Pq, 03.67.Hk, 05.45.Mt

I. INTRODUCTION

Over recent years, there has been sustained interest
in coupled quantum systems. Numerous studies investi-
gated the causes and effects of decoherence on a subsys-
tem as it becomes entangled with its environment; others
probed the generation of bipartite entanglement between
two isolated quantum systems. It is vitally important to
understand these processes so they can be accounted for
in protocols for quantum computation and communica-
tion.

Studies of decoherence also shed light on the emer-
gence of classical behavior from quantum dynamics [1, 2].
Quantum systems with a chaotic classical limit often fea-
ture in such studies. For example, they can play the role
of the environment: a 1D system which displays chaos
can replace a many-body heat bath (often modeled by
an infinite collection of quantum Harmonic Oscillators)
as a source of decoherence [3]. Other studies focused on
entanglement generation: the rate of growth of the von
Neumann entropy of the subsystem - ie the rate at which
the subsystem becomes entangled with its environment
- is directly related to measures of the chaos in the sub-
system’s classical limit [4, 5, 6].

The chaos paradigm known as the Quantum Kicked
Rotor (QKR) [7] plays a central role in these studies. The
QKR corresponds to the dynamics of independent quan-
tum particles evolving under the rather simple Hamil-

tonian Hi =
p2

i

2 + K sinxi
∑

n δ(t − nT ), where K rep-
resents the kick-strength and T the kick-period. Cold
atoms in pulsed standing waves of light were found to
provide a very clean realization of the QKR: in 1995,
the phenomenon of the quantum suppression of classi-
cal chaotic diffusion was clearly demonstrated experimen-
tally [8]; later, the recovery of the classical diffusive be-
havior in the presence of decoherence was also observed
[9]. These works were followed by other studies by differ-
ent experimental cold-atom groups worldwide [10] prob-
ing wide-ranging aspects of the QKR dynamics. In a pre-
vious work [11, 12], we proposed that the singly-excited
Heisenberg spin-chain in a pulsed parabolic field could

provide an exact physical realization of the QKR: the
dynamics of the spin-waves are given by a time-evolution
operator of analogous form to that of the QKR.
Coupled QKRs, have also been investigated in a num-

ber of theoretical studies, though, unfortunately, no
physical realization has yet been achieved. In this case,
one considers two QKR Hamiltonians with an additional
coupling potential V , i.e. H = H1 + H2 + V (x1, x2, t).
In [13], interactions which depended on the separation of
two rotors with a non-local sinusoidal term were investi-
gated; in [14] the two particles were confined to within
a short distance of each other. However, several stud-
ies considered a sinusoidal coupling term dependent on
a center-of-mass coordinate, [15, 16, 17] such as e.g.:
V (x1, x2, t) = K12 cos (x1 + x2)

∑

n δ (t− nT ).
In this work we show for the first time that the doubly-

excited Heisenberg spin-chain system may -to a good
approximation- be analyzed as pair of coupled kicked ro-
tors. In fact, in this system, Nature even provides a cou-
pling term of the centre-of-mass form K12 cos (x1 + x2).
The mapping is, however, far less straightforward than
that found for the one-excitation system in [11, 12]: the
coupling here is mediated by bound-pair eigenstates (not
found in the corresponding one-excitation chain), rather
than spin waves, so acts only over a restricted part of the
“image” phase-space. The wavenumbers of the bound
states are complex, further complicating the mapping.
Nevertheless, the analogy holds sufficiently well, so one
can use it to shed insight on the dynamics. Further, it
points to useful applications in state transfer, since we
can use this understanding to control whether the two
spin-flips propagate along the chain together, or sepa-
rately. This adds to other applications that make use of
the single-excitation correspondence [18].
In Section II we review briefly the one-particle dynam-

ics of the Heisenberg spin chain and its mapping to the
QKR. In section III we consider the doubly-excited sys-
tem and summarize its dependence on the anisotropy
parameter ∆. We then introduce the analogy with the
two-particle coupled QKR system and explore the dy-
namics when the initial state consists of two neighbor-
ing spin-flips. We highlight two limiting cases where
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the coupled rotor correspondence simplifies: ∆ = 0 and
∆ ≫ 1. In the former, each flip on the kicked chain still
maps to an independent QKR when one first applies the
Jordan-Wigner transformation (see Appendix). While
the spin probability distributions in this case are similar
to those of independent QKRs, the spin-correlations are
completely different. When ∆ ≫ 1 the bound states ef-
fectively trap two excitations on neighboring sites. We
show that in this limit, it is possible to draw a further
analogy with a QKR. We finish, in section IV with ex-
amples of how we can use these results to manipulate
correlations in the spin-flip locations.

II. THE HEISENBERG SPIN-CHAIN AND ITS

ONE-PARTICLE IMAGE

The well-known spin-1/2 Heisenberg XXZ chain is gov-
erned by the Hamiltonian:

Hhc = −J
4

N
∑

n=1

[2(σ+
n σ

−
n+1+σ

−
n σ

+
n+1)+∆σZ

n σ
Z
n+1]−B

∑

n

σZ
n

(1)
When investigating its dynamics, a useful approach

is to invoke quasi-particle models and interpret excited
states as systems of indistinguishable particles. One may
even investigate the classical dynamics of a one-body
“image” system [19], as N → ∞.
The number of spin-flips is conserved, and a single ex-

citation represents a spin-wave, or magnon, which dis-
tributes a single spin-flip throughout the chain. Higher
excited-states correspond to multiple spin-waves which
interact when they coincide through both an exclusion
process (no two spin flips can simultaneously occupy the
same site) as well as a mutual interaction induced by the
σz
nσ

z
n+1 (Ising) term - the strength of which is determined

by the anisotropy parameter ∆. Note that ∆ = 0 cor-
responds to the XX0 chain and ∆ = 1 is the isotropic
Heisenberg chain.
The eigenstates of (1) are spin-waves. For example,

the solution for a singly excited ring is the translationally
invariant ‘magnon’ state with momentum κ:

|κ〉 = 1√
N

N
∑

n=1

eiκn|n〉. (2)

with energy:

E − E0 = 2B + J(∆− cosκ). (3)

Where the ground state energy E0 = −J∆N/4, i.e.
Hhc| ↑↑ . . . ↑〉 = E0| ↑↑ . . . ↑〉. Adding an external
parabolic kicking field to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
gives:

H = Hhc +
BQ

4

N
∑

n=1

(n− n0)
2σZ

n

∑

j=1

δ(t− jT ), (4)

where the kicking field has amplitude BQ with minimum
at n0. Time evolving the time-periodic H for one period
T yields a unitary map,

|ψ(t = (j + 1)T )〉 = U(T )|ψ(t = jT )〉 (5)

where

U(T ) = e−iTH/~ = e−iHBQ
/~e−iTHhc/~ (6)

since the δ-kick nature of the time-dependent field per-
mits us to split the operators.
From (2) and (3) was shown in [11, 12], that for the

one-excitation sector, the matrix elements of U(T ), in a
basis |n〉 where n denotes the position of the spin-flip,
have a form very similar to the matrix used to evolve the
quantum chaos paradigm, the QKR. These are given by:

Unn′ ≃ ei
BQ

2
(n−n0)

2{in−n′

Jn−n′(JT )} (7)

for a spin-chain on a ring (an analogous form was given
in [11] for open boundary conditions). For convenience,
we have set ~ = 1.
We recall the form of the QKR Hamiltonian:

HKR =
p̂2

2
+K cos x̂

∑

j=1

δ(t− jT ). (8)

with x ∈ [0, 2π]. In its classical limit, the dynamics is
described by the famous Standard Map which is known
to display a transition from integrability to chaos as the
Stochasticity Parameter, K, is increased. For K . 1
diffusion in momentum is blocked by invariant tori run-
ning through classical phase space. At large K phase
space is almost completely chaotic except for the appear-
ance of small transporting islands for specific ranges of
K ≈ 2nπ, n ∈ Z the “Accelerator Modes” (AM); an un-
bounded diffusion in momentum takes place for all other
initial conditions. In the QKR this diffusion of momen-
tum at large K is suppressed by quantum interference in
a process known as Dynamical Localization. [26, 27]. We
can express the QKR time propagator in a basis of plane
waves |l〉 = exp(ilx) with momentum p = l~:

〈l|UQKR(T )|l′〉 = eil
2
~/2{il′−lJl′−l

(

K

~

)

}. (9)

Comparing the above with (7) we see that the QKR
and spin-chain propagators are of similar form, provided
we identify K

~
→ JT and note that the kicking field

BQ → ~ plays the role of an effective Planck’s constant.
In effect, the term equivalent to K cosx in the QKR
arises from the dispersion relation of the spin-waves, ie
re-writing (1):

Hhc =
∑

κ

J(∆− cosκ)|κ〉〈κ| (10)

So, to make the QKR → spin-wave mapping we also had
to identify position (x) in the QKR, with momentum
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in the spin-chain (κ); and momentum in the QKR with
position (spin-site) in the chain.
With the aid of this mapping we can identify the spin-

wave equivalent of classical chaos phenomena such as Ac-
celerator Modes (AM), transport on tori [20], cantori or
stable islands, and quantum chaos phenomena like Dy-
namical Localization [7]. The classical transporting is-
lands represented by the AM have evident potential ap-
plicability in quantum state transfer so, below, we inves-
tigate these in particular: they occur for K ≈ 2lπ where
l is an integer. In the classical image phase-space they
correspond to initial conditions at (x0, p0) ≈ (±π/2, 0)
where l and m are integers and then hop such that at
t = nT :

(xn, pn) = (x0 ± πn(n+ 1), 2πn) .

Quantum mechanically, if the effective Planck’s con-
stant is small enough, these islands can support Gaus-
sian states which follow the classical trajectories - i.e.
they ‘hop’ in momentum every period [28]. Gaussian ex-
citations were indeed seen in the one-flip spin-chain, [11],
provided the initial spin-flip occurs at a site near the min-
imum of the magnetic kicking field and K = JTBQ ≈
6.5M , where M = ±1,±2.... The excitations hopped
each period approximately 2π/BQ sites, with little dis-
persion.
We now consider the two-flip case.

III. TWO SPIN EXCITATIONS

A. Bound-pair states and spin-waves

Eigenstates in the double excitation sector are ex-
pressed, via the Bethe ansatz, as pairs of spin waves [21]:

|κ1, κ2〉 = A(κ1, κ2)
∑

0≤n1<n2≤N

a(n1, n2) |n1, n2〉. (11)

where A(κ1, κ2) is a normalization constant. |n1, n2〉 de-
notes a state with a spin-flip at sites n1 and n2. Bethe’s
ansatz for the amplitude is

a(n1, n2) = ei(κ1n1+κ2n2+θ/2) + ei(κ1n2+κ2n1−θ/2).

The scattering phase θ(κ1, κ2) accounts for the interac-
tion between the pair of spin-waves. On applying Hhc in
(1) to these states and solving the eigenvalue equations,
one obtains the dispersion relation

E − E0 = 4B + J (2∆− cosκ1 − cosκ2) (12)

and also a relation between θ and the quasi-momenta,
the Bethe Ansatz Equation (BAE):

eiθ = −1 + ei(κ1+κ2) − 2∆eiκ1

1 + ei(κ1+κ2) − 2∆eiκ2

(13)

Further restrictions are imposed by the periodic bound-
ary conditions:

Nκ1 = 2πλ1 − θ, Nκ2 = 2πλ2 + θ. (14)

where the Bethe quantum numbers λ1 ≤ λ2 are integers
in the range λi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. By solving the cou-
pled system of equations in (13) and (14), κ1,2 and θ
can be obtained. Broadly speaking, these solutions fall
into two groups depending on whether θ has an imagi-
nary component. The majority of the solutions of (13)
are real - these correspond states of two magnons which
scatter off each other. For ∆ = 0 all the available solu-
tions of (13) are real (and equal to π).
When θ is complex, the eigenstates correspond to

bound states of two spin flips. The probability ampli-
tudes of these states are at a maximum when the flips are
on neighboring sites and they decay exponentially with
the separation of the flips. While for any given ∆ 6= 0
the widths of these states vary with the total momentum
κ1+κ2, they become narrower as ∆ increases. Crucially,
for long chains (N → ∞) the energy of these states can
be written [22]:

E − E0 = 4B + J∆− J

2∆
(1 + cos(κ1 + κ2)). (15)

when ∆ ≥ 1.

B. Analogy with a pair of coupled kicked rotors

The departure point for our analysis of the spin dy-
namics as a system of coupled QKRs is the two-excitation
spin-Hamiltonian, equivalent of (10):

Hhc = P̂s

P

κ1,2
J (∆− cos(κ1)− cos(κ2)) |κ1, κ2〉〈κ1, κ2|

−P̂b

P

κ1,2

J
2∆

(1 + cos(κ1 + κ2)) |κ1, κ2〉〈κ1, κ2|

+Î (E0 + 4B +∆J)
(16)

for ∆ ≥ 1. Here P̂s is a projector on to the scattering-
state component of Hilbert space, and P̂b onto the bound
states.
Comparing the above with the typical coupled QKR

potential V (x1, x2) = K1 cosx1+K2 cosx2+K12 cos(x1+
x2) and identifying κi → xi andK12 → JT

2∆ might suggest
that the scattering states be interpreted as giving rise to
a pair of kicked rotors; and that a coupling between these
rotors arises due to the bound states. However, we note
the important difference that the κi for the scattering
and bound states correspond to complementary portions
of the “image” phase space. For the bound states, κi
is complex, but (κ1 + κ2) is real. In addition, we show
below (in (20)) that in fact, for large ∆, K12, i.e. the
effective coupling is twice as large as suggested by (16).
The parabolic kick will couple the eigenstates to

each other (including coupling bound-pair and scattering
states). As ∆ increases, the overlap between the bound
and scattering state energies decreases and the two bands
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FIG. 1: Showing the production of “bound state” accelerator modes (AM2) which move slowly, and fast “scattering state”
accelerator modes (AM). When ∆ = 0 only the AM are present, in this case the dynamics maps to two independent QKRs.
With increasing ∆ the AM2 become dominant. We plot the on-site magnetization for for two initially neighboring spin-flips
|ψ(0)〉 = |400, 401〉. We have chosen here, the parameters Ks = 13, BQ = 0.1, n0 = 400 and T = 1 for chains of 800 spins,
which are known to produce Gaussian excitations in a singly-excited chain.

separate for ∆ > 2. This will suppress the coupling and
imply that for large ∆, if the initial state has negligible
overlap with the bound subspace, the dynamics will be
essentially uncoupled.
It is possible to form another correspondence with a

pair of coupled QKRs. This mapping is exact, though
less direct, and uses the-well known fact that two spin-
flips on the XX0 chain (∆ = 0) can be mapped to a pair
of free lattice fermions by the Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion [23]. When this same transformation is applied to
the kicked spin chain (4), the dynamics of each fermion
is equivalent to a QKR. Full details of this are given in
the Appendix. At ∆ = 0 the corresponding rotors evolve
independently. For non-zero ∆, the transformed σz

nσ
z
n+1

term introduces an interaction between the fermions and
therefore couples the rotors. We will use these results
to provide an insight into the dynamics of the scattering
states in the ∆ = 0 limit.

C. Evolution of |n, n+ 1〉 initial states

In this section, we explore the dynamics of an initial
state prepared with two spin-flips localized on neighbor-
ing sites near the center of the chain |ψ(0)〉 ≡ |n0, n0+1〉.
Parameters corresponding to accelerator modes are used:
JT = 130 and BQ = 1/10 imply K ∼ 4π. Fig. 1 shows
the resulting on-site magnetization 〈P ↓

n〉 = 〈12 (1 − σZ
n )〉

of |ψ(0)〉 after successive applications of the map (6) for
different values of ∆.
At ∆ = 0, a pair of hopping wavepackets is produced.

Each travels 2π/BQ ≈ 130 sites each period. This is
consistent with the single-particle accelerator modes (see
previous section). When ∆ = 1 and 2, there are two
sets of hopping wavepackets. One pair (AM) evolve like
those in the ∆ = 0 chain, while the other pair (AM2) hop
approximately π/(∆BQ) sites each period. For ∆ = 1
the AM2 wavepackets decay rapidly and for t = 3T are

almost indistinguishable from the chaotic central portion.

To get a more complete picture of the dynamics we
plot, in Fig. 2, the two-site correlation function 〈P ↓

n1
P ↓
n2
〉

for |ψ(T )〉, allowing us to follow the relative positions of
the spin-flips. We find that the AM2 wavepackets contain
flips that travel together, this suggests they are supported
by the bound states. We show later that a pair bound-
flips correspond to a QKR in the limit of large ∆. The
AM wavepackets on the other hand appear in an anti-
correlated portion of the wavefunction.

As an aside, we note the plots for t = T also offer
insight into the non-kicked dynamics of the XXZ chain.
This is because the kicking field, which introduces a site
dependent phase after evolution on the time-independent
chain for a time T , does not change 〈P ↓

n 〉 or 〈P ↓
n1
P ↓
n2
〉 (but

does, of course, influence the subsequent evolution).

D. ∆ = 0 and ‘independent’ QKRs

For ∆ = 0 only the exclusion interaction is present
between flips. The effects of this interaction are subtle
and sensitive to the initial conditions. For certain cases,
where the flips are initially separated by an odd number
of sites, it has been shown to change the character of
entanglement when the two excitations collide [24]. A
separate study on the transfer of entangled states in a
doubly excited XX0 chain was carried out in [25].

In the kicked chain, we know from the analysis in the
Appendix that two spin-flips can be mapped to a pair
of independent QKRs by first performing the Jordan-
Wigner transformation. Here, we are interested in how
the QKR phenomena map to the spin-chain.

The time evolution operator for the kicked XX0 chain
can be evaluated using the Bethe eigenstates or the re-
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FIG. 2: (color online) Spin-spin correlations corresponding to Fig. 1 at t = T . The two-site correlation function 〈P ↓
n1
P ↓
n2

〉,
equal to the probability of finding one flip on site n1 and the other on n2, is shown. At ∆ = 0 the spins are anti-correlated in
contrast to Fig. 1 which suggests the dynamics of uncoupled particles. ∆ = 1 and 2 have an anti-correlated component (flips
separate) as well as an additional component where the flips travel together.

sults in the Appendix. For N → ∞ it is:

〈n1, n2|U∆=0(T )|m1,m2〉 =

ei
BQ
2
[(n1−n0)

2+(n2−n0)
2]in1+n2−m1−m2 ×

[Jn1−m1
(β)Jn2−m2

(β)− Jn1−m2
(β)Jn2−m1

(β)] , (17)

where β = JT . From this we can calculate 〈P ↓
n〉 (equiv-

alent to the expected occupation number of fermions at
site n, 〈c†ncn〉). After the first period (i.e. for |ψ(t = T )〉,
this is 〈P ↓

n〉 = J2
n−n0

(β)+J2
n−n0+1(β), which is the same

as that for two independent particles initialized at sites
n0 and n0 +1. Using the free-fermion correspondence, it
is simple to show that for all later times 〈P ↓

n 〉 is equiv-
alent to the sum of expectations for a pair of uncoupled
QKRs. This means the effects of the exclusion interac-
tion are not seen in Fig. 1.
The coupling induced by the exclusion interaction is,

however, evident in Fig. 2 where its effect, for this par-
ticular initial state, is to prevent the spin-flips from trav-
elling together. The two site correlation is highest when
the flips travel JT = 130 sites in opposite directions. If
the flips were non interacting (i.e. allowed to co-exist on
the same site) then it would be equally likely the flips
would travel together or apart. We have observed differ-
ent correlations when the initial separation of the flips is
varied.
So when ∆ = 0, where the Heisenberg chain eigen-

states consist entirely of scattering states, the behavior
of two spin-flips is like that of two Kicked Rotors except
the flips build up correlations in their relative positions.

E. Bound State QKRs for large ∆

The additional features in the probability distributions
for ∆ = 1 and 2 are remnants of magnon-like behavior

of bound states that appears in the limit of large ∆. In
this limit, the bound states confine the flips to neighbor-
ing sites. Santos and Dykman [30] use a perturbation
expansion in spin coupling strength J to produce an ef-
fective Hamiltonian when ∆ ≫ 1. In this approximation
the bound state amplitudes are:

a(n1, n2) = δn1,n2−1e
i(κ1+κ2)n1 (18)

and their dispersion relation remains unchanged from
(15). Clearly, in center of mass coordinates, the bound
states have the same form as a single magnon solution.
Naturally, this similarity extends to the dynamics of

states on the nearest neighbor (NN) subspace, {|n, n +
1〉}: Two initially neighboring spin-flips evolve together
in approximately the same way as a lone flip in the single
excitation basis {|n〉}. We anticipate that for ∆ ≫ 1:

〈n1, n2|U t
hc|m,m+ 1〉 ≈ in1−mJn1−m

(

Jt

2∆

)

δn1,n2−1

(19)
where the propagation of the neighboring flips is slower
than for a single flip - it is scaled by J/(2∆) rather J .
The influence of the kicking field on the NN subspace

can be incorporated into (19) to give:

〈n1, n2|UT
H |m,m+ 1〉 ≈ δn1,n2−1e

iBQ(n1−(n0−
1

2
))2

in1−mJn1−m

(

JT
2∆

)

(20)
up to a global phase. Again, we see an analogy to a
QKR, with stochasticity parameter Kb = JTBQ/∆ and
effective Planck’s constant ~b = 2BQ.
We expect the accuracy of this approximation to fall

with decreasing ∆ as the bound states become broader
and are coupled more strongly to the scattering states
by the kicking field. However, we show in Fig. 3 that
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FIG. 3: Showing the decay, over time, of the correspondence
between the dynamics of nearest neighbor flips and a QKR.
F is the fidelity of the time evolution of two spin-flips initially
on neighboring sites |ψ(t = nT )〉 = [U(T )]n|100, 101〉 to the
matrix elements (19) and (20) for various BQ and JT/∆ = 5,
∆ = 2.

even for ∆ = 2, QKR-like behavior is still seen on the
NN subspace for short times.

F. Diffusion in Center of Mass Positions

We now consider parameter ranges for which a sin-
gle particle displays Dynamical Localization. Taking
K = JTBQ = 5.0 and BQ = 1 a lone flip ini-
tially spreads diffusively but at long times this spread-
ing saturates and the flip becomes exponentially localized
〈P ↓

n〉 ∼ exp{−2|n − ninit|/L} with a localization length
L = (JT )2/4. The diffusion time is usually increased for
coupled kicked rotors, e.g. in a related study [29] a pair of
rotors coupled locally in momentum Uδp1, p2 were shown
to localize with a much greater L.
In Fig. 4 we follow the center of mass spreading of two

spin-flips with the second moment 〈(n1+n2− 2n0)
2B2

Q〉.
The flips are initialized 10 sites apart so in the limit of
large ∆ this state should overlap only with scattering
states. The spin-distribution localizes for ∆ = 0 as ex-
pected for an uncoupled QKR; however, for larger ∆,
the diffusion is not halted, but slows down appreciably
after the “break-time” at ∆ = 0. This slower diffusion
saturates and reaches a constant rate for ∆ & 1.
For large ∆, due to the large energy gap, the kicking

field will not significantly couple the bound and scatter-
ing states so the quantum state is supported only by the
scattering states for all time. The behavior of the diffu-
sion however, does not reduce to that of uncoupled kicked
rotors (as might be suggested by the dispersion relation
in (16)). The break time occurs at much longer times,
and the localization length is correspondingly larger. Al-
though there is no coupling, the behavior is modified by
the presence of the bound states as they do not form a
basis for the whole of the two-excitation Hilbert space
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FIG. 4: Influence of the σz
i σ

z
i+1 coupling on the growth of the

‘center of mass’ second moments for two flips initialized 10
sites apart and parameters K = 5 and BQ = 1 on a chain of
200 spins.

and the onset of dynamical localization is delayed.

IV. POSSIBILITIES FOR CONTROLLING THE

EVOLUTION OF SPIN-FLIPS

These results lead to interesting possibilities for manip-
ulating the evolution of spin-flips along the Heisenberg
chain. As we have seen, the dynamics of the non-kicked
XXZ chain are sensitive to ∆ and the initial state - these
determine the overlap with the bound states and there-
fore the probability that the spin-flips will propagate to-
gether or separately. The kicking field adds additional
ways of controlling the dynamics. By picking suitable
values of JT and BQ we can select which regimes the
bound and scattering components correspond to. These
can differ as Kb = Ks/∆ and ~b = 2~s, where the sub-
scripts b and s refer to the QKR parameters in the bound
and scattering state correspondences respectively.
So, for example, one could halt the propagation of ei-
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ther the bound or scattering state portion of the wave-
function and allow the rest to travel. A possible way to do
this is to make use of resonances in the QKR. These occur
for ~ = 4πr where r is rational. For r = 1 (primary res-
onance) ballistic spreading occurs in momentum for the
QKR (position for the spin chain) and when r = 1/2 (an-
tiresonance) diffusion in momentum can be suppressed.
These two conditions could be achieved for the bound
and scattering states respectively by setting ~b = 4π.
This would lead to ballistic diffusion for initially neigh-
boring flips and could prevent flips that are initially well
separated from spreading.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the dynamics of a pair of spin-
flips on a periodically kicked Heisenberg chain, focusing
on the roles of the scattering and bound eigenstates of
the underlying time independent model. Analogies to
coupled and independent rotor systems have been iden-
tified and analysed with a few to controlling correlations
between the two spin flips.

APPENDIX A: APPENDIX: TIME EVOLUTION

FOR THE KICKED XX0 MODEL

The excitations of a kicked XX0 chain (obtained from
(4) by setting ∆ = 0) can be mapped to independent
QKRs. This is done by first applying the Jordan-Wigner
transformaion [23] - a non-local mapping of spin-flips on
the chain to free fermions on a lattice. In this represen-
tation the XX0 chain is readily diagonalized allowing us
to time evolve easily. The Jordan-Wigner transformation

defines σz
i = (1 − 2c†ici) and fermion creation and anni-

hilation operators in terms of spin operators as follows:

σ̂+
i =

"

Y

j<i

(1− 2c†jcj)

#

ci, σ̂−
i =

"

Y

j<i

(1− 2c†jcj)

#

c†i (A1)

where the strings of terms (1−2c†jcj) account for the dif-
ference between inter-particle exchange statistics - neg-
ative for the fermions and positive for spin-flips. These
fermionic operators obey the standard commutation re-

lations: {ci, c†j} = δi,j and {ci, cj} = 0. Making use of
the transformation and commutation relations, the spin
Hamiltonian for ∆ = 0 becomes:

HKF = − J
2

h

PN−1
j=1

“

c†jcj+1 + c†j+1cj
”

− (−1)r
“

c†1cN + c†Nc1
”i

+
BQ

2

PN

j=1(j − j0)
2(1− 2c†jcj) δ (t/T )

Where we will take HKF to be the kicked fermion
Hamiltonian. To obtain this Hamiltonian, we have im-
posed periodic boundary conditions on (4), i.e. σ±

N+1 =

σ±
1 and σZ

N+1 = σZ
1 . Consequently, HKF has bound-

ary terms that depend on whether the number of
fermions, r, is odd or even. As usual, the time-
independent part of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized by
transforming to fermionic momentum operators aI =

1/
√
N

∑N
j=1 exp{−i2πIj/N}cj so that:

HXX =
∑

I∈S

a†IaI cos
2πI

N
(A2)

When r is even, S is a set of N unique integers; for r odd
S corresponds to half-integers. Eigenstates for r fermions

are now given by
∏r

l=1 a
†
Il

with eigen-energies

E − E0 =
r

∑

l=1

cos
2πIl
N

. (A3)

One of the advantages of time-evolving for a δ-kicked
system is the propagator may be split into the time-
independent and kicked components of the motion. First,
we evolve from just after one kick to just before the next
by finding the fermion hopping due to HXX in a period
T . We find, as N → ∞

c†j(T−) ≈
∑

j′

ij−j′Jj−j′ (JT )c
†
j′(0). (A4)

Now we note that the magnetic field kick component
of the Hamiltonian is diagonal in position; its role is to
add a site-dependent phase. Therefore, up to a global
phase, the time evolution of a kicked fermion over one
period can be written:

c†j(T ) ≈ −
∑

j

eiBQ(j′−j0)
2/2{ij−j′Jj−j′ (JT )}c†j′(0).

(A5)

The equivalence between this propagator and the time-
evolution for the QKR is apparent when we compare the
parameters so that: JTBQ → K and BQ → ~. There-
fore, a kicked fermion evolves in position in the same
way as a QKR evolves in momentum i.e. j → l~. This
multiple-fermion correspondence is a direct extension of
the single-flip analysis [11, 12].

By keeping this analogy, we can now focus on the addi-
tional coupling due to the−J∆ ∑

n σ
Z
n σ

Z
n+1 term present

in the Heisenberg XXZ chain. In terms of the Jordan-
Wigner representation, this coupling takes the form:

HZZ = J∆

N
∑

j=1

c†jcj − I/4− c†j+1c
†
jcjcj+1 (A6)

in position.
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